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1. A primary rival to this group is based on the planet Qward. A major storyline
concerning this group pits them against Nekron, who can resurrect dead heroes using a
certain black-colored object. Geoff Johns wrote the "Rebirth" of this group, whose
members include the architect John (*) Stewart. Another member of this group, Kyle Rayner,
is abducted from this group's base on Oa by former member Thaal Sinestro. The phrase "In
brightest day" begins the oath of, for 10 points, what "Corps" of heroes that includes Hal Jordan
and wields powerful rings?
ANSWER: Green Lantern Corps (or Green Lanterns; prompt on "lanterns") <Nelson>
2. In "Bring Me Down", Kanye West raps "I have to say, since" this event occurred, "most
of you rappers don't deserve tracks from me." This event was foreshadowed in the music
video to "I Ain't Mad at Cha." Before this event, its central figure fought with Orlando
Anderson after attending a Mike Tyson boxing match. (*) Suge ["shoog"] Knight was injured
in this 1996 event, which may have been caused due to a conflict over control of Death Row
Records. For 10 points, name this event which ended the life of a California rapper and rival of
the Notorious B.I.G.
ANSWER: the murder of Tupac Shakur (accept synonyms for “murder” such as death,
shooting, or killing; accept Tupac Amaru Shakur, 2Pac, or Makaveli for Tupac; prompt on
partial answers) <Golden>
3. In a 2017 game, this player drew an incredibly untimely penalty by pulling his hand
back after offering to help up Tyrod Taylor. This player uses a sack celebration called the
"DeSoto Shuffle," named for his hometown in Texas. This man tore his ACL in 2013,
causing him to miss a blowout Super Bowl loss to the (*) Seahawks. A charity named for this
player's "Vision" provides eyeglasses for kids. This player was drafted one pick behind Cam
Newton, who he sacked multiple times during Super Bowl 50. For 10 points, name this Denver
Broncos linebacker.
ANSWER: Von Miller (Vonnie B'Vsean Miller Jr.) <Nelson>
4. Several of these objects are arranged in an inverted pyramid and held by a figure who
says, "If you lived here, you'd be home by now!" One of these objects is found on a mailbox
where a switchblade is left for Henry Bowers. Another of these objects appears in a sewer
where Betty Ripsom's (*) shoe is found by a group of kids called the Losers Club. In September
2017, numerous police departments asked people to stop tying these objects to storm drains. For
10 points, name these fun objects that herald the presence of a clown named Pennywise in It.
ANSWER: red balloons <Vopava>
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5. This color names an album featuring the song "Interstate Love Song" by Stone Temple
Pilots. Sheb Wooley recorded a novelty song describing a "one-eyed, one-horned, flying"
creature of this color. This is the first word of a song beginning "I never meant to cause
you any sorrow (*) / I never meant to cause you any pain." A band partially named for this color
released the song "Smoke on the Water." Jimi Hendrix claimed "'scuse me while I kiss the sky"
in a song titled for "Haze" of, for 10 points, what color of the "Rain" in a song by Prince?
ANSWER: purple (accept Purple People Eaters or Deep Purple or Purple Haze or Purple
Rain) <Golden>
6. Several characters in this series play the MMORPG Warlock Forest. One episode of this
series concerns the death of an artist stabbed by a paint brush. A Chris Roberson comic
book series inspired this show, which is not Grey's Anatomy but does depict a former
Seattle hospital (*) worker. While at a boat party in the pilot of this series, Blaine DeBeers
scratches Olivia Moore, leading to her temporary death. Rose McIver plays a woman who
absorbs memories by eating people’s brains in, for 10 points, what CW series about an undead
woman?
ANSWER: iZombie <Nelson>
7. Description acceptable. The first work by this entity claimed that its subject lost its eye in
Vietnam. A college student named Matt Nelson operates this entity, who in November 2017
described one subject as "officially bamboozled." In its early days, this entity frequently
censored the word (*) "heck." After its methods were questioned, this entity repeatedly
misspelled the name of a man named "Brant," and told him that a certain animal is good. Scores
above 10/10 are commonly given by, for 10 points, what social media account that gives
routinely high praise to canines?
ANSWER: WeRateDogs or @dogrates (accept answers clearly describing the Twitter account
that rates dogs or similar) <Nelson>
8. If a game in this sport is tied at exactly 29, the following point is considered the "golden
point." An outdated name for this sport, Poonah, comes from an Indian town where its
rules were developed. Over half of Indonesia's Olympic medals have come in this sport. Lee
Chong Wei, a Malaysian star in this sport, once recorded a (*) serve measured at a record
253 miles per hour. A device used in this sport typically contains 16 objects taken from the same
wing of a goose or duck. For 10 points, name this racquet sport played using a shuttlecock.
ANSWER: badminton <Nelson>
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9. Bob Crowley, a former member of the Onion Alliance, is the oldest person to perform
this action. Following a sudden format change, Ben Driebergen became the latest
performer of this action in December 2017. Sandra Diaz-Twine is the only person to
perform this action twice, doing it for the first time (*) on the Pearl Islands near Panama. The
first person to do this, Richard Hatch, was jailed for tax evasion. $1,000,000 is given to people
who perform, for 10 points, what action that requires not being eliminated from a Jeff
Probst-hosted reality series?
ANSWER: winning on Survivor (or descriptive equivalents; prompt on "Survivor") <Nelson>
10. One character in this game is a master of the largely undefined sport "snakeboarding."
Several modes of this game conclude with battles against Hedlok, a robot made by this
game's title "Laboratories." One character in this game competes to help promote her
family's ramen restaurant. (*) Ribbon Girl and Spring Man are among the playable characters
of this game, who can choose between different sets of gloves. Joy Con controllers are used to
throw punches in, for 10 points, what Nintendo Switch game whose fighters can extend the title
appendages?
ANSWER: Arms <Nelson>
11. As part of a contractual obligation, this musician joined three actresses to make the
never-finished 1979 film We're All Crazee Now!. This singer confessed, "I think of you
every night and day / You took my heart, then you took my pride away" in the 1988 single
"I Hate Myself for Loving You." This woman sang lead on (*) "Cherry Bomb" with the
Runaways before having a smash hit that demanded "put another dime in the jukebox, baby."
The Blackhearts were fronted by, for 10 points, what rock singer of the hits "Bad Reputation"
and "I Love Rock n' Roll"?
ANSWER: Joan Jett (or Joan (Marie) Larkin) <Vopava>
12. One of these places titles a 1995 Martin Scorsese film that earned Sharon Stone her
only Oscar nomination. In an amusing scene set in one of these places, both Number Two
and Austin Powers note that they like to live dangerously. Alec Baldwin played a violent
operator of one of these places in the 2003 film (*) The Cooler. In a sendup of Rain Man, the
Zach Galifianakis-played Alan excels while at one of these places in The Hangover. Ocean's 11
concerns the robbery of, for 10 points, what type of place where James Bond plays baccarat?
ANSWER: casinos <Nelson>
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13. In one show set in this state, Gillian Darmody establishes The Artemis Club in the
former home of Commodore Louis Kaestner. In the first episode of another show set in this
state, the protagonist's anxiety leads him to visit therapist Jennifer Melfi; that character
eats dinner with A.J. and (*) Carmela in an ambiguous final scene. In HBO shows set in this
state, Steve Buscemi played political boss "Nucky" Thompson and James Gandolfini played
Tony Soprano. For 10 points, name this state where Boardwalk Empire is set in Atlantic City.
ANSWER: New Jersey <Golden>
14. Players who made their Major League debuts for this team in 2017 included the
appropriately named Rookie Davis. After not playing in the majors in three years, pitcher
Bronson Arroyo returned to this team in 2017. Players for this team include Scooter (*)
Gennett, who hit four home runs in a June 2017 game, and the speedy outfielder Billy Hamilton.
In 2017, this team had its second-straight last-place finish in the NL Central, despite an
MVP-caliber performance by Joey Votto. For 10 points, name this baseball team that plays in
southwest Ohio.
ANSWER: Cincinnati Reds (accept either) <Nelson>
15. One character in this film notes that his father claimed all people need "a good doctor,
a forgiving priest, and a clever accountant." This film's title character purchases an
enamelware factory and is given a ring bearing the phrase "Whoever saves one life (*)
saves the world entire." Ralph Fiennes [rafe "FINES"] plays a sadistic officer in this film who
shoots prisoners from his balcony. A little girl in Krakow is seen wearing a red coat in, for 10
points, what 1993 film about a German businessman who saved Jews during the Holocaust?
ANSWER: Schindler's List <Vopava>
16. Brinker International operates both Maggiano’s Little Italy and this restaurant, which
cut 40 percent of its menu in 2017. In a viral Vine, a barely-dressed TaylorEthan
awkwardly shouts "Hi, welcome to" this restaurant into his bathroom mirror. The
redundantly named Crispy Chicken Crispers are sold at this restaurant, whose TV ads
often feature a (*) doo-wop jingle that ends with a bass singer intoning the words "barbecue
sauce." A pepper appears in the logo of, for 10 points, what casual Tex-Mex restaurant chain
famed for its baby back ribs?
ANSWER: Chili's Grill & Bar <Vopava>
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17. A drama teacher who joins an angry mob in this film later tells cops that she "was
merely inhabiting the role." A janitor in this film is legitimately scared by a chubby boy
who threatens to throw spicy hummus at him. A high school jock in this film was the first
mainstream animated film character to be openly (*) gay. The title character of this film
saves Blithe Hollow by comforting the spirit of Agatha, a girl from the 1700s, and ultimately
breaks her curse. For 10 points, name this 2012 stop-motion film whose title boy can talk to the
dead.
ANSWER: ParaNorman <Vopava>
18. One character on this series calls every story he's told a "real humdinger." In this
show's title sequence, an object resembling a sunlit ridge turns out to be a ribcage. The first
season of this series ends with the death of Robert Ford, a creative director played by (*)
Anthony Hopkins. The town of Sweetwater is part of this show's title location, where the host
Dolores Abernathy works alongside the gunslinger Teddy Flood. James Marsden and Evan
Rachel Wood star in, for 10 points, what HBO drama about a theme park occupied by androids?
ANSWER: Westworld <Vopava>
19. In 2015 this athlete led his team to a first-round playoff win over the Bucks and earned
the NBA's Most Improved Player Award. At a 2017 press conference, this player
amusingly gave out his personal cell phone number. This man was the last pick of the first
round in the 2011 NBA Draft after playing three years at (*) Marquette. On draft day in
2017, this player was traded for a package that included Lauri Markkanen and Zach LaVine. For
10 points, name this former Chicago Bull and current Minnesota Timberwolf nicknamed "Jimmy
Buckets."
ANSWER: Jimmy Butler (III) <Nelson>
20. A song by the Irish producer Eden tells the listener "you'll feel better when you" take
this action. A song titled for this action by Rage Against the Machine plays over the credits
of The Matrix. Before imploring listeners to "call my name and save me from the dark,"
Amy Lee of (*) Evanescence insists on taking this action in the chorus of "Bring Me to Life."
Aloe Blacc sings about taking this action "when it's all over" in a hit by Avicii. For 10 points,
name this action that Wham! wants you to do "before you go-go," which may follow sleeping.
ANSWER: waking up (accept wake up or wake me up or other similar things) <Vopava>
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1. A document containing this name claims that its owner is 25 years old and lives in Hawaii. For
10 points each:
[10] Give this one-word pseudonym that appears on a fake driver's license acquired by a
character played by Christopher Mintz-Plasse.
ANSWER: McLovin
[10] McLovin appears in this 2008 Judd Apatow-produced comedy about several high school
friends in the run-up to a party, as well as their encounter with a pair of oddball cops.
ANSWER: Superbad
[10] Seth, one of the main characters of Superbad, was played by this actor that later appeared in
Sausage Party and The Sitter.
ANSWER: Jonah Hill (or Jonah Hill Feldstein) <Nelson>
2. This series was loosely based on the BBC show Till Death Us Do Part. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this groundbreaking TV show, whose stars Carroll O'Connor and Jean Stapleton sang
the show's theme song "Those Were The Days" at a piano.
ANSWER: All in the Family
[10] This bigoted, stubborn patriarch of the Bunker family was played by O'Connor on All in the
Family and was central to the show's frequent tackling of controversial issues.
ANSWER: Archie Bunker (or Archibald Bunker)
[10] In one episode, Archie is visited by this black, Jewish comedian guest-starring as himself.
After enduring Archie's bigoted behavior, this former member of the Rat Pack hilariously kisses
Archie on the cheek.
ANSWER: Sammy Davis Jr. (or Samuel George Davis Jr.) <Nelson>
3. Boxes of the 2017 release of Super Mario Cereal can also be used as these devices. For 10
points each:
[10] Name these collectible figurines, which can interact with several Nintendo consoles.
ANSWER: Amiibo [uh-MEE-boh] (or Amiibos)
[10] Among the Amiibo figures released in 2017 were Callie and Marie, two pop stars known as
the "Squid Sisters" who appear in this Nintendo series.
ANSWER: Splatoon (accept Splatoon 2)
[10] This small and adorable automaton, who first appeared in a GameCube game subtitled "Plug
Into Adventure!," is the subject of the 3DS game Zip Lash, which was bundled with an Amiibo.
ANSWER: Chibi-Robo <Nelson>
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4. A frequently-shared photo of this basketball player depicts him leaning backwards in disbelief
along with the caption "Bruh." For 10 points each:
[10] Name this all-star point guard for the Washington Wizards.
ANSWER: John Wall (or Johnathan Hildred Wall Jr.)
[10] John Wall attended this college for one year before entering the NBA. At this school, Wall
was a teammate of Demarcus Cousins and Eric Bledsoe.
ANSWER: University of Kentucky (prompt on "Wildcats")
[10] This awful TV personality has obsessively hated on Wall for years, including callously
referencing his dead father and criticizing his doing the Dougie at his first pro game. This jerk
currently hosts the Fox Sports 1 show The Herd.
ANSWER: Colin (Murray) Cowherd <Nelson>
5. A debate over the correct procedure for this game was ignited after it was imitated in a
touchdown celebration by the Minnesota Vikings. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this game in which players largely sit in a circle. A slight variation of this game that
uses different words is specifically local to Minnesota.
ANSWER: duck, duck, goose (eagerly accept the obviously correct duck, duck, grey duck)
[10] The Vikings first used the game as a celebration following a touchdown catch by this
All-Pro tight end and Notre Dame alum, who correctly noted Minnesotans are proud of the name
"duck, duck gray duck."
ANSWER: Kyle (Daniel) Rudolph
[10] An animated film titled Duck Duck Goose will be released in 2018 and co-star this singer
and actress who previously played the title character of K.C. Undercover.
ANSWER: Zendaya [zen-DAY-uh] (or Zendaya Maree Stoermer Coleman) <Nelson>
6. This song's chorus features a recurring note that closely resembles a video game coin pick-up
sound. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this 2017 song. Its singer is sorry she "missed your party" and "missed what you were
saying" because she "was busy thinkin' 'bout" the title people.
ANSWER: Boys
[10] "Boys" is by this British singer of "Boom Clap" who sang lead vocals on Icona Pop's "I
Love It."
ANSWER: Charli XCX (or Charlotte (Emma) Atchison; prompt on partial answers)
[10] Countless men are playfully objectified in the music video for "Boys" including this
producer and DJ who recorded "Uptown Funk," who is depicted combing his hair.
ANSWER: Mark (Daniel) Ronson <Vopava>
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7. For 10 points each, name these people who were the subjects of biopics that aired on HBO:
[10] The 2016 biopic All the Way starred Bryan Cranston as this U.S. president. The film begins
with his swearing in following the assassination of John F. Kennedy.
ANSWER: Lyndon (Baines) Johnson (or LBJ; prompt on "Johnson")
[10] The Wizard of Lies stars Robert De Niro as this financier who was sentenced to 150 years in
prison in 2009 for running a Ponzi scheme on Wall Street.
ANSWER: Bernie Madoff (or Bernard Lawrence Madoff)
[10] Claire Danes played this advocate for autism awareness who also developed more humane
mechanisms for cattle ranching.
ANSWER: (Mary) Temple Grandin <Golden>
8. Two characters in this musical liken their compatibility to the nonsense phrase
"ramma-lamma-lamma, ka-dinga-da-dinga-dong." For 10 points each:
[10] Name this musical set at Rydell High School. Its film version is highly edited from its
original production, which is surprisingly profane.
ANSWER: Grease
[10] The title of "Greased Lightnin'," which is sung by Danny Zuko in Grease, references one of
these objects. In its intro, it is suggested that this object could be "systematic, hydromatic,
ultramatic."
ANSWER: car (accept hot rod or convertible or 1948 Ford De Luxe)
[10] In Grease, Danny is accompanied by the T-Birds while the female lead Sandy is
accompanied by this group that includes Rizzo and Frenchy.
ANSWER: Pink Ladies <Nelson>
9. For 10 points each, answer the following about how the Cleveland Browns are bad:
[10] In the 2016 and 2017 NFL seasons combined, how many games did the Browns win?
ANSWER: 1
[10] The Browns' only win in the last two seasons came against this team, who fired coach Mike
McCoy and moved to Los Angeles after the 2016 season.
ANSWER: San Diego Chargers (accept either or Los Angeles Chargers)
[10] The Browns' 2017 season was worsened by a season-ending injury to this consistently
excellent offensive tackle, a University of Wisconsin alum who hadn't missed a single snap in his
career before the injury.
ANSWER: Joe Thomas (or Joseph Hayden Thomas) <Nelson>
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10. Harry Hart espouses the motto "Manners maketh man" while recruiting a juvenile delinquent
to join this organization. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this secret spy organization that uses a high-end London tailor as its front.
ANSWER: Kingsman
[10] In Kingsman: the Secret Service and its 2017 sequel Kingsman: the Golden Circle, the
chav-turned-secret-agent Eggsy Unwin is played by this young Welsh actor.
ANSWER: Taron Egerton (or Taron David Egerton)
[10] In Kingsman: the Golden Circle, agents Whiskey, Tequila, and Ginger Ale belong to this
organization, Kingsman's appropriately named American counterpart.
ANSWER: Statesman <Vopava>
11. For 10 points each, answer the following about TV shows about players ensnared by video
games:
[10] A Disney cartoon series subtitled Uprising is set in this video game's world, where Kevin
Flynn is trapped in a pioneering 1982 film.
ANSWER: Tron
[10] In this 2011 anime based on a popular manga and light novel series, 10,000 players become
trapped inside the title MMORPG and will die in real life if they die in-game.
ANSWER: Sword Art Online
[10] After beating the supposedly unbeatable Biotic Wars, Josh Futterman is recruited by time
travelers to save humanity in this 2017 Hulu series starring Josh Hutcherson.
ANSWER: Future Man <Vopava>
12. Due to his unusually diminutive height, this player's last name is occasionally used by
journalists as an amusing unit of distance. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this 5-foot-6-inch second baseman, who won his third AL batting title and his first
MVP award in 2017.
ANSWER: José (Carlos) Altuve [ahl-TOO-vay]
[10] José Altuve is a star with this team, who won the 2017 World Series in dramatic fashion.
ANSWER: Houston Astros (accept either)
[10] Altuve is one of several Major Leaguers, including Elvis Andrus and Miguel Cabrera, who
grew up in Maracay, a coastal city in this country.
ANSWER: Venezuela <Nelson>
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13. In the early 2000s, a loose collective of socially-conscious hip hop artists called the
"Soulquarians" found mainstream success. For 10 points each:
[10] The de facto leader of the group, Ahmir "Questlove" Thompson, is the drummer of this rap
group who now serves as the house band for Jimmy Fallon's Tonight Show.
ANSWER: The Roots
[10] Another member of the collective is this rapper and actor, who won an Oscar alongside John
Legend in 2015 for the song "Glory." His latest album is the 2016 release Black America Again.
ANSWER: Common (or Lonnie Rashid Lynn, Jr.; accept Common Sense)
[10] Mos Def and Talib Kweli [tah-lib kwah-lee], both of whom were Soulquarians, performed
together under this name, which was also the name of David Bowie's final album.
ANSWER: Black Star <Nelson>
14. For 10 points each, answer the following about the TV career of actor Dan Stevens:
[10] Stevens currently plays David Haller, the schizophrenic and telepathic title mutant on this
FX series.
ANSWER: Legion
[10] Stevens first rose to fame as a middle-class heir who falls in love with Mary, the eldest
daughter of the Earl of Grantham, on this BBC series set at the estate of the Crawley family.
ANSWER: Downton Abbey
[10] Stevens' earlier roles include numerous literary adaptations, including a part in Nemesis, one
of several TV movies about this elderly female detective.
ANSWER: (Miss) Jane Marple <Vopava>
15. In an amusing glitch from a 2017 game that has since been patched, one of these animals
named Louis vibrates uncontrollably in the background while its owner discusses a "Blood
Guard by the name of Thumos" [THOO-mohs]. For 10 points each:
[10] Identify this type of animal companion owned by the sniper and clan leader Suraya
Hawthorne.
ANSWER: hawk (accept red-tailed hawk; prompt on "bird")
[10] Hawthorne and Louis are introduced early in this 2017 first-person-shooter sequel in which
players fight the evil Ghaul using the power of Light provided by the ominous Traveler.
ANSWER: Destiny 2
[10] Both Destiny 2 and its predecessor were developed by this company that also developed the
first games in the Halo franchise.
ANSWER: Bungie Incorporated <Vopava>
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16. For 10 points each, answer the following about the structure of the NASCAR season:
[10] Every NASCAR season begins with this event, sometimes called the "Great American
Race."
ANSWER: Daytona 500
[10] Beginning in 2017, NASCAR began using the word "Playoffs" to describe its final
championship races, abandoning its use of this much more interesting term. Those races were
sometimes called this word "for the Championship."
ANSWER: chase (accept Chase for the Championship or Chase for the Cup)
[10] The current playoff format is sometimes known as a "rule" named for this driver, who won
the 2003 series despite only winning one race. This man retired in 2017 as the driver of the
number 20 car sponsored by DeWalt.
ANSWER: Matt Kenseth (or Matthew Roy Kenseth) <Nelson>
17. This song reached #2 on the Billboard Hot 100 seventeen years after its release due to its
inclusion in the film Wayne's World. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this sprawling song by Queen, which opens by asking "Is this the real life? Is this just
fantasy?"
ANSWER: Bohemian Rhapsody
[10] "Bohemian Rhapsody" appears on an album with this name, which is taken from a Marx
Brothers film that features a performance of Il travoatore [eel troh-vuh-TOH-ray].
ANSWER: A Night at the Opera
[10] In "Bohemian Rhapsody," this comedic stock character in Italian theatre is asked "will you
do the fandango?"
ANSWER: Scaramouche <Golden>
18. Robin Wright was an amazing film actress long before her stint as Claire Underwood on
House of Cards. For 10 points each:
[10] Her earliest starring role was as this damsel of the 1987 film The Princess Bride.
ANSWER: Princess Buttercup
[10] Wright played the grown-up version of Jenny in this 1994 film about a mentally challenged
Alabama man whose befriends men like Bubba and Lieutenant Dan.
ANSWER: Forrest Gump
[10] Wright also co-starred in this M. Night Shyamalan [SHAH-muh-lahn] film as Audrey Dunn,
the wife of a security guard who discovers he may possess superpowers. The 2016 film Split was
a surprise sequel to this film.
ANSWER: Unbreakable <Vopava>
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19. The roommate of this novel's protagonist is described as an edgier version of Adele. For 10
points each:
[10] Name this 2013 novel whose protagonist, Cath Avery, writes stories based on her favorite
fictional magician.
ANSWER: Fangirl
[10] This author of Fangirl released it just months after her debut young adult novel, Eleanor &
Park.
ANSWER: Rainbow Rowell
[10] The magician that inspires Cath's writings in Fangirl has this surname, which is shared by
Coriolanus, the president of Panem in The Hunger Games.
ANSWER: Snow (accept Simon Snow) <Nelson>
20. GQ's TV reviews are rarely wrong, and their assessments of 2017's new shows were no
exception. For 10 points each:
[10] GQ lamented that it's "hard to get super jazzed about another gritty, ultra-violent,
gun-loving" show about a non-superhero, in reference to this Marvel show starring Jon Bernthal
as the title vengeance-obsessed anti-hero.
ANSWER: (Marvel's) The Punisher
[10] GQ had high praise for The Opposition with Jordan Klepper, a comedic news program that
immediately follows this similar show on which Klepper was a correspondent.
ANSWER: The Daily Show
[10] This HBO series set in 1970s New York received a sterling GQ review that praised its
"writers' room full of excellent crime novelists." It is named for the nickname of a section of
42nd Street.
ANSWER: The Deuce <Vopava>

